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EVALUATION OF MINIMUM SERVICE STANDARD IMPLEMENTATION ON TODDLER PNEUMONIA PATIENTS DETECTION PROGRAM

EVALUASI PELAKSANAAN STANDAR PELAYANAN MINIMAL PADA PROGRAM PENEMUAN PENDERITA PNEUMONIA BALITA
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Abstract

Minimum Service Standard is type and quality of basic services. Detection of toddler pneumonia patients was the lowest achievement among other indicators in Bangkalan District in 2012 (only 48.10% of target). The study armed to evaluate the implementation of toddler pneumonia patients program base in inputs, processes, and outputs. This was an observational analytic study with cross sectional design. Interviews and observations were constructed to 10 Puskesmas in Bangkalan District. The results showed that the availability, the availability and sufficiency of data was good, availability and sufficiency of logistic was good, availability human resources was moderate, availability and sufficiency of finance was moderate, implementation planning was moderate, patient service was moderate, implementation discovery of case was bad, implementation elucidation was bad, implementation training was good, implementation trainings was good, implementation cooperation and partnership were bad, implementation monitoring is bad, implementation preparation of reports is good, and implementation evaluation was moderate, and achievement target is bad.
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